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Born of an incestuous relationship between King Arthur and his half sister, the
evil sorceress Morgause, the bastard Mordred is reared in secrecy. Called to
Camelot by events he cannot deny, Mordred becomes Arthur’s most trusted
counselor -- a fateful act that leads to the "wicked day of destiny" when father
and son must face each other in battle.
Rachel Hart and I are nothing more than teammates. As mercenaries for hire with
the elite Jameson Group, we have each other’s backs in the most dangerous of
circumstances. But after a mission gone deadly wrong, we do something we’ve
never done before. We cross the professional line and take comfort in one
another’s arms. One night of passion turns our lives upside down with a
pregnancy neither of us expected, and one that Rachel clearly never wanted. But
I am a family man through and through, and I’m determined to raise my child,
with or without Rachel by my side. The only common thread Rachel and I have is
our membership at The Wicked Horse, a sex club that lets us fulfill our dirtiest
fantasies with one another. As we become more intimately entwined, I find myself
falling for Rachel more and more. Our wicked nights together make us so much
more than teammates. And when faced with losing everything, I have to hope
that Rachel realizes the most difficult choices are actually the easiest ones to
make.
Sir Winston Churchill remains a British hero, lauded for his oratorical skill. He
wrote histories, biographies, memoirs, and even a novel, while his journalism,
speeches and broadcasts run to millions of words. From 1940 he inspired and
united the British people and guided their war effort. Behind the public figure,
however, was a man of vast humanity and enormous wit. His most famous
speeches and sayings have passed into history but many of his aphorisms, puns
and jokes are less well-known. This enchanting collection brings together
hundreds of his wittiest remarks as a record of all that was best about this
endearing, conceited, talented and wildly funny Englishman. Also available in the
series are collections from Shakespeare, To Be or Not To Be, and Oscar Wilde, I
Can Resist Everything Except Temptation.
He never wanted to be anyone’s hero… Some would call me irrevocably broken. I
submerge myself in long work hours by day and debauchery at The Wicked
Horse by night, using those things to numb the pain and guilt I feel over the death
of my wife. What isn’t satisfied by one will surely be resolved by the other. At
least that’s how I’ve survived the last few years. But things change when
Hannah Madigan shows up at my door, the newest employee sent by the
company that cleans my apartment. Beat down by life, not to mention a cheating
husband who was unfairly awarded custody of their daughter, Hannah is
determined to make a better life for herself and get her kid back, even if it means
working three jobs to do so. One costly mistake puts Hannah in my debt, and I’m
not about to let the chance to have this dark-haired beauty pass me by. She’s
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given a golden opportunity… Determined to stay the course by any means
necessary, Hannah accepts my less than professional offer. I’ll give her a job.
She’ll give me her body. Sounds easy, right? Until the scales tip and I find myself
needing her in ways I’m not ready to admit. Until I find that saving someone else
may just mean allowing myself to be saved in return.
Those that truly know August Greenfield, will tell you that I live my life to the
fullest. Work hard as part of the team at Jameson Force Security but play just as
hard at The Wicked Horse Vegas. I have no regrets about my life. Well, maybe
just one. Leighton Hale was my first love and the woman I wanted to spend my
life with, but one day she was just gone. Vanished without a trace. Even my
extensive contacts as part of the team at Jameson left me empty-handed in my
search for answers. My single remorse is never being able to find out what
happened to her, because no matter how difficult the truth may be, it can’t be as
bad as never knowing at all. Ten years later, a knock on my front door brings me
face-to-face with the woman I thought I’d never see again and nothing in my life
could have prepared me for the secrets she holds.
Horses are not indigenous to India. They had to be imported, making them
expensive and elite animals. How then did Indian villagers—who could not afford
horses and often had never even seen a horse—create such wonderful horse
stories and brilliant visual images of horses? In Winged Stallions and Wicked
Mares, Wendy Doniger, called "the greatest living mythologist," examines the
horse’s significance throughout Indian history from the arrival of the IndoEuropeans, followed by the people who became the Mughals (who imported
Arabian horses) and the British (who imported thoroughbreds and Walers). Along
the way, we encounter the tensions between Hindu stallion and Arab mare
traditions, the imposition of European standards on Indian breeds, the reasons
why men ride mares to weddings, the motivations for murdering Dalits who ride
horses, and the enduring myth of foreign horses who emerge from the ocean to
fertilize native mares.
Did you know there are zombie bugs that not only eat other bugs but also inhabit
and control their bodies? There’s even a wasp that delivers a perfectly-placed
sting in a cockroach’s brain and then leads the roach around by its antennae —
like a dog on a leash. Scorpions glow in ultraviolet light. Lots of bugs dine on
corpses. And if you want to know how much it hurts to get stung by a bullet ant
(hint: it really, really hurts), you can consult the Schmidt Sting Pain Index. It ranks
the pain produced by ants and other stinging creatures. How does it work? Dr.
Schmidt, the scientist who created it, voluntarily subjected himself to the stings of
150 species. Organized into thematic categories (Everyday Dangers, Unwelcome
Invaders, Destructive Pests, and Terrible Threats) and featuring full-color
illustrations by Briony Morrow-Cribbs, Wicked Bugs is an educational and creepycool guide to the worst of the worst of insects, arachnids, and other arthropods.
This is the young readers adaptation of Amy Stewart’s bestselling book for adult
readers.
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The second installment in Melissa Marr’s #1 New York Times bestselling Wicked
Lovely series brings readers back to the land of faerie and delivers another
stunning, high-stakes romance. Unbeknownst to mortals, a power struggle is
unfolding in a world of shadows and danger. After centuries of stability, the
balance among the Faery Courts has altered, and Irial, ruler of the Dark Court, is
battling to hold his rebellious and newly vulnerable fey together. If he fails,
bloodshed and brutality will follow. Seventeen-year-old Leslie knows nothing of
faeries or their intrigues. When she is attracted to an eerily beautiful tattoo of
eyes and wings, all she knows is that she has to have it, convinced it is a tangible
symbol of changes she desperately craves for her own life. The tattoo does bring
changes—not the kind Leslie has dreamed of, but sinister, compelling changes
that are more than symbolic. Those changes will bind Leslie and Irial together,
drawing Leslie deeper and deeper into the faery world, unable to resist its allures,
and helpless to withstand its perils. . .
"Theresa Romain writes with a delightfully romantic flair." –USA Today bestselling
author Julianne MacLean Indecently Lucky As a lieutenant in the Royal Navy, Benedict
Frost had the respect of every man on board--and the adoration of the women in every
port. When injury ends his naval career, the silver-tongued libertine can hardly stomach
the boredom. Not after everything--and everyone--he's experienced. Good thing a new
adventure has just fallen into his lap... When courtesan Charlotte Perry learns the Royal
Mint is offering a reward for finding a cache of stolen gold coins, she seizes the chance
to build a new life for herself. As the treasure hunt begins, she realizes her tenacity is
matched only by Benedict's--and that sometimes adversaries can make the best allies.
But when the search for treasure becomes a discovery of pleasure, they'll be forced to
decide if they can sacrifice the lives they've always dreamed of for a love they've never
known... Praise for the novels of Theresa Romain "One of the best books I have ever
read, bar none...Romain's exquisite prose and extraordinary storytelling skills take us
on a splendid and unforgettable journey." --Fresh Fiction on Season for Desire Praise
for Theresa Romain and her Holiday Pleasures "Theresa Romain writes witty,
gorgeous, and deeply emotional historical romance." --Vanessa Kelly, one of Booklist's
"new stars of historical romance" "Theresa Romain has a talent, a rare ability to blend
beautiful writing, great characters, delicious banter and a lovely romance, all in one
perfect package." --TBQ's Book Palace "If you're looking for a sparkling, witty Regency
romance that will have you laughing with joy and sighing with satisfaction, look no
further than Theresa Romain's Season for Temptation." --The Romance Dish "A holiday
charmer that is rife with lively wit, delightful prose, and an abundance of unforgettable
characters." --Library Journal on Season for Surrender "This third book in Theresa
Romain's aptly named Holiday Pleasures series is both playful and profound, and has a
subtle, stirring power that will affect you long after you've read the final page." --USA
Today's Happy Ever After blog on Season for Scandal
Chief of Police Kate Burkholder is called upon by the sheriff's department in rural,
upstate New York to assist on a developing situation that involves a reclusive Amish
settlement and the death of a young girl. Unable to penetrate the wall of silence
between the Amish and "English" communities, Kate infiltrates the community and goes
deep under cover. In the coming days, she unearths a world built on secrets, a series of
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shocking crimes, and her, alone - trapped in a fight for her life. Print run 75,000.
The enchanting and bloodthirsty sequel to the New York Times bestselling novel The
Cruel Prince. You must be strong enough to strike and strike and strike again without
tiring. The first lesson is to make yourself strong. After the jaw-dropping revelation that
Oak is the heir to Faerie, Jude must keep her brother safe. To do so, she has bound
the wicked king, Cardan, to her, and made herself the power behind the throne.
Navigating the constantly shifting political alliances of Faerie would be difficult enough if
Cardan were easy to control. But he does everything in his power to humiliate and
undermine her even as his fascination with her remains undiminished. When it
becomes all too clear that someone close to Jude means to betray her, threatening her
own life and the lives of everyone she loves, Jude must uncover the traitor and fight her
own complicated feelings for Cardan to maintain control as a mortal in a Faerie world.
Never in your wildest dreams could you begin to imagine all the filthy and depraved
things that go on inside The Wicked Horse. Step inside and Woolf Jennings will make
every one of your dirty fantasies come true. He's covered in a facade of deception. An
enticing blend of multi-millionaire and hot-as-hell Wyoming rancher, those that think
they know Woolf Jennings admire his abilities to preside as CEO of his family's cattle
and oil empire. But only a privileged few truly understand what fuels the glitter of
depravity in those gorgeous blue eyes. Only a few know he's opened up a sinfully erotic
and private sex club named The Wicked Horse right at the base of the beautiful Teton
Mountain range. Sweet Callie Hayes has returned home to Wyoming and is looking
forward to starting her life over again. After a night of impetuosity, she's managed to put
herself right in Woolf's line of sight… the man who she foolishly offered up her virginity to
years ago and was flatly turned down. Now Woolf is seeing that Callie is all grown up
and has a kinky side to her that leaves him as confused as it does turned on. Worse
yet, both Callie's dirty desires and sweet heart are getting under his skin, and making
Woolf question everything he's ever believed about himself.
A brief foray into a moral thicket, exploring why we should protect nature despite
tsunamis, malaria, bird flu, cancer, killer asteroids, and tofu. Most of us think that in
order to be environmentalists, we have to love nature. Essentially, we should be tree
huggers—embracing majestic redwoods, mighty oaks, graceful birches, etc. We ought to
eat granola, drive hybrids, cook tofu, and write our appointments in Sierra Club
calendars. Nature's splendor, in other words, justifies our protection of it. But, asks
Benjamin Hale in this provocative book, what about tsunamis, earthquakes, cancer, bird
flu, killer asteroids? They are nature, too. For years, environmentalists have insisted
that nature is fundamentally good. In The Wild and the Wicked, Benjamin Hale adopts
the opposite position—that much of the time nature can be bad—in order to show that
even if nature is cruel, we still need to be environmentally conscientious. Hale argues
that environmentalists needn't feel compelled to defend the value of nature, or even to
adopt the attitudes of tree-hugging nature lovers. We can acknowledge nature's
indifference and periodic hostility. Deftly weaving anecdote and philosophy, he shows
that we don't need to love nature to be green. What really ought to be driving our
environmentalism is our humanity, not nature's value. Hale argues that our unique
burden as human beings is that we can act for reasons, good or bad. He claims that we
should be environmentalists because environmentalism is right, because we humans
have the capacity to be better than nature. As humans, we fail to live up to our moral
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potential if we act as brutally as nature. Hale argues that despite nature's indifference to
the plight of humanity, humanity cannot be indifferent to the plight of nature.
A James Patterson Presents Novel From the #1 New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author of the Stalking Jack the Ripper series comes a new blockbuster
series... Two sisters.One brutal murder.A quest for vengeance that will unleash Hell
itself...And an intoxicating romance.Emilia and her twin sister Vittoria are streghe witches who live secretly among humans, avoiding notice and persecution. One night,
Vittoria misses dinner service at the family's renowned Sicilian restaurant. Emilia soon
finds the body of her beloved twin...desecrated beyond belief. Devastated, Emilia sets
out to find her sister's killer and to seek vengeance at any cost-even if it means using
dark magic that's been long forbidden. Then Emilia meets Wrath, one of the Wickedprinces of Hell she has been warned against in tales since she was a child. Wrath
claims to be on Emilia's side, tasked by his master with solving the series of women's
murders on the island. But when it comes to the Wicked, nothing is as it seems...
"Never in your wildest dreams could you begin to imagine all the filthy and depraved
things that go on inside The Wicked Horse. Step inside and Woolf Jennings will make
every one of your dirty fantasies come true. He's covered in a facade of deception. An
enticing blend of multi-millionaire and hot-as-hell Wyoming rancher, those that think
they know Woolf Jennings admire his abilities to preside as CEO of his family's cattle
and oil empire. But only a privileged few truly understand what fuels the glitter of
depravity in those gorgeous blue eyes. Only a few know he's opened up a sinfully erotic
and private sex club named The Wicked Horse right at the base of the beautiful Teton
Mountain range. Sweet Callie Hayes has returned home to Wyoming and is looking
forward to starting her life over again. After a night of impetuosity, she's managed to put
herself right in Woolf's line of sight... the man who she foolishly offered up her virginity
to years ago and was flatly turned down. Now Woolf is seeing that Callie is all grown up
and has a kinky side to her that leaves him as confused as it does turned on. Worse
yet, both Callie's dirty desires and sweet heart are getting under his skin, and making
Woolf question everything he's ever believed about himself"--Page 4 of cover.
Danger stalks Lucas Davenport at work and all too close to home, in the new thriller by
the New York Times best-selling author of Phantom Prey. Original.

The best of friends.Two men. One woman.A sinful playground called The Wicked
Horse.Entrepreneur turned millionaire, Dane Hawthorne, has been known to get
his kicks at The Wicked Horse Vegas, and he has no shortage of beautiful
women waiting for a shot at him. Driven to succeed, no matter if he's in the
boardroom or the bedroom, Dane never backs down from a challenge.Avril
Carrigan isn't the type of woman to take risks in her personal life but after a
broken heart and too much liquid courage, Avril decides to best way to get over
one man, is to get under another. Looking to experience all the debauchery she's
heard about from her best friend and business partner, Dane, she requests one
thing of him-take her to The Wicked Horse.The request seems simple. One friend
helping another in her time of need. But now that they've crossed the threshold,
things aren't as easy as they once seemed. Not only is Dane looking at Avril in a
new light, but so is their other business partner and best friend, Andrew Collings.
As Dane's envy blooms, he wonders if he made the right decision when he
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agreed to show Avril his wicked world.What happens when the lines of friendship
are blurred and boundaries are crossed? Will their relationships survive or will
jealousy tear them all apart?
“I'm not sure what possessed me to do it. Maybe it was the impossible
expectations I faced, maybe it was my own self-loathing. But I just knew I needed
something different to happen. I needed someone...something...to derail me from
my current path. Otherwise, I would become lost...a hollowed out shell of a man.
So I did it. I approached her, then I pursued her, then I made her mine. And my
life was saved...” Ryan Burnham is the privileged son of a U.S. Congressman
and captain of his university’s hockey team. While he is on the verge of fulfilling
his dreams to play in the NHL, his parents want him on a different course. One
he is expected to accept for the sake of his family’s public image. Forced to
abandon her music career after the heart breaking death of her parents, Danny
Cross exists on the opposite side of the tracks from Ryan. She is struggling to
make her own way, working two jobs, attending college part time and
volunteering in a homeless shelter. She is on a mission to build her own success.
With a chance meeting, their vastly different worlds collide, causing each to
evaluate whether they are truly on the correct path to self-fulfillment and
happiness. Can their relationship survive? Particularly when others are against
them every step of the way. A lot can happen in just ten short days... **Note
From Sawyer Bennett: This book is part of the Off Series but it can be read as a
stand alone book. Nothing in the prior or subsequent books will diminish your
understanding of this novel. This is a New Adult, Contemporary Romance. Off
Sides – Book #1 Off Limits – Book #2 Off The Record – Book #3 Off Course –
Book #4 Off Chance – Book #5
Rand Bishop’s dreams of Olympic gold were shattered years ago but he’s left
that all behind, settling into a new career and lifestyle that would make any man
jealous. While he may not be competitively racing down the ski slopes anymore,
he’s just as happy getting his rocks off as a Fantasy Maker for The Silo. He’s
good at what he does. Damn good. But while life couldn’t be better for Rand, it
seems to be falling apart for Catherine Lyons Vaughn, the dark haired, browneyed beauty that has captivated an entire sex club. Having spent years
degrading herself on her husband’s whim and now left destitute after his death,
Catherine has hit rock bottom. With nothing but her body to peddle, Catherine is
merely trying to figure out how to survive in a harsh, cruel world. Lucky for her,
Rand has taken her under his tattooed wing, and he’s determined to give her a
safe life where she can be the woman she was always meant to be. Now all
Catherine has to do is believe she deserves the chance.
It all started with a wedding… Well, three weddings, to be exact. The one that
happened, the one that went up in flames, and the one nobody saw coming. I’ve
seen a lot of things living in Vegas. Hell, I’ve done a lot of things. But one thing
I’ve never witnessed is a beautiful brunette, hitchhiking her way into the city,
wearing a wedding dress. Until now, that is. Brynne Adams is running away from
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a broken heart. She expected a lot of things from her wedding day but finding
photos of her fiancé and maid of honor and best man in a compromising position
wasn’t one of them. And I’m absolutely certain she never imagined she’d end
up marrying me, the stranger that rescued her from the side of the road that day.
Our quick nuptials may have been the result of a drunken joke, but I soon realize
that love can be found in the most unlikely of places if you just stop and take a
chance.
First there was pain, and now there is just… nothing. No one can ever understand
the losses I’ve suffered. A solitary existence that consists of my work and the
empty house that serves as a constant reminder of all I have lost. After months of
paralyzing emptiness, I turn to The Wicked Horse so I can feel something.
Anything, really. Any shred of emotion that will explain why I’m still here. Any
justification for why my life was spared and theirs were not. It’s all in vain. Not
even the debauchery of the notorious sex club can fill the hollowness that
consumes me. Until she walks in. Absolutely perfect. Gorgeous and bends to my
will. Gives me her body willingly, while expecting nothing more from me than the
pleasure I offer her. And the more she gives, the more I find myself wanting to
take. Wanting to crawl out of my personal hell for this wicked angel.
A little-known moment in colonial history that changed the course of America’s
future.A riveting account of a brutal killing, an all-out manhunt, and the first
murder trial in America,set against the backdrop of the Pequot War(between the
Pequot tribe and the colonists of Massachusetts Bay) that ended this two-year
war and brought about a peace that allowed the colonies to become a nation.
The year: 1638. The setting: Providence, near Plymouth Colony. A young
Nipmuc tribesman returning home from trading beaver pelts is fatally stabbed in a
robbery in the woods near Plymouth Colony by a vicious white runaway
indentured servant. The tribesman, fighting for his life, is able with his final
breaths to reveal the details of the attack to Providence’s governor, Roger
Williams. A frantic manhunt by the fledgling government ensues to capture the
killer and his gang, now the most hunted men in the New World. With their
capture, the two-year-old Plymouth Colony faces overnight its first trial—a murder
trial—with Plymouth’s governor presiding as judge and prosecutor,interviewing
witnesses and defendants alike, and Myles Standish, Plymouth Colony authority,
as overseer of the courtroom, his sidearm at the ready. The jury—Plymouth
colonists, New England farmers (“a rude and ignorant sorte,” as described by
former governor William Bradford)—white, male, picked from a total population of
five hundred and fifty, knows from past persecutions the horrors of a society
without a jury system. Would they be tempted to protect their own—including a
cold-blooded murderer who was also a Pequot War veteran—over the life of a
tribesman who had fought in a war allied against them? Tobey Pearl brings to
vivid life those caught up in the drama: Roger Williams, founder of Plymouth
Colony, a self-taught expert in indigenous cultures and the first investigator of the
murder; Myles Standish; Edward Winslow, a former governor of Plymouth Colony
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and the master of the indentured servant and accused murderer; John Winthrop,
governor of Massachusetts Bay Colony; the men on trial for the murder; and the
lone tribesman, from the last of the Woodland American Indians, whose life was
brutally taken from him. Pearl writes of the witnesses who testified before the
court and of the twelve colonists on the jury who went about their duties with
grave purpose, influenced by a complex mixture of Puritan religious dictates,
lingering medieval mores, new ideals of humanism, and an England still
influenced by the last gasp of the English Renaissance. And she shows how, in
the end, the twelve came to render a groundbreaking judicial decision that
forever set the standard for American justice. An extraordinary work of historical
piecing-together;a moment that set the precedence of our basic, fundamental
right to trial by jury, ensuring civil liberties and establishing it as a safeguard
against injustice.
Never in your wildest dreams could you begin to imagine all the filthy and
depraved things that go on inside The Wicked Horse. Step inside and Woolf
Jennings will make every one of your dirty fantasies come true. He's covered in a
facade of deception. An enticing blend of multi-millionaire and hot-as-hell
Wyoming rancher, those that think they know Woolf Jennings admire his abilities
to preside as CEO of his family's cattle and oil empire. But only a privileged few
truly understand what fuels the glitter of depravity in those gorgeous blue eyes.
Only a few know he's opened up a sinfully erotic and private sex club named The
Wicked Horse right at the base of the beautiful Teton Mountain range. Sweet
Callie Hayes has returned home to Wyoming and is looking forward to starting
her life over again. After a night of impetuosity, she's managed to put herself right
in Woolf's line of sight... the man who she foolishly offered up her virginity to
years ago and was flatly turned down. Now Woolf is seeing that Callie is all
grown up and has a kinky side to her that leaves him as confused as it does
turned on. Worse yet, both Callie's dirty desires and sweet heart are getting
under his skin, and making Woolf question everything he's ever believed about
himself. **Warning: this book has sex in it. Lots of sex. Dirty sex. The Wicked
Horse Series is a bit different than what Sawyer Bennett normally writes. While
you’ll still enjoy fabulous characters, a suspenseful story, some witty banter and
an epic romance, there’s just… a lot of sex. You’ve been warned.
Cain Bonham is as big and bad as they come. After serving in the Marines, he's
returned home to Wyoming and now works as head of security at the exclusive
sex club, The Wicked Horse. His job is to protect not only the patrons, but to
zealously guard the secret existence of the club itself. Sloane Preston is all about
discovering secrets. As an undercover reporter, she's determined to reveal the
truth behind the facade of The Wicked Horse and expose it for all the world to
see. She just didn't count on her pathway into the club coming at the hands of
one gorgeously scarred and bad ass bouncer who manages to easily possess
her body and soul. While Cain's not looking for anyone to catch his eye, Sloane
did it all the same, and he's not bemoaning the fact that she's as wickedly kinky
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as he is. As both get caught up in the sinful fantasies that only The Wicked Horse
can create, secrets and loyalties will be tested and hearts will risk being broken.
This is the book that started it all! The basis for the smash hit Tony Award-winning Broadway
musical, Gregory Maguire's breathtaking New York Times bestseller Wicked views the land of
Oz, its inhabitants, its Wizard, and the Emerald City, through a darker and greener (not rosier)
lens. Brilliantly inventive, Wicked offers us a radical new evaluation of one of the most feared
and hated characters in all of literature: the much maligned Wicked Witch of the West who, as
Maguire tells us, wasn’t nearly as Wicked as we imagined.
As the prince of a luxury hotel empire, I am as close to American royalty as one can get. I grew
up accustomed to a certain lifestyle. One where people give me what I desire and anything, or
anyone, else can be bought. Everyone wants a piece of me, yet no one is actually deserving of
my time. That changes when Bailey Robbins, the smoking hot housekeeper in one of my
hotels, catches my attention. Sure, she has curves for days but it’s her smart mouth I can’t
help but be intrigued by. I may have avoided relationships all my life, but something about her
makes me want to introduce her to my world. The darker, wicked side of Declan Blackwood.
From New York Times bestselling author Sam Kean comes the gripping, untold history of
science's darkest secrets, “a fascinating book [that] deserves a wide audience” (Publishers
Weekly, starred review) Science is a force for good in the world—at least usually. But
sometimes, when obsession gets the better of scientists, they twist a noble pursuit into
something sinister. Under this spell, knowledge isn’t everything, it’s the only thing—no matter
the cost. Bestselling author Sam Kean tells the true story of what happens when unfettered
ambition pushes otherwise rational men and women to cross the line in the name of science,
trampling ethical boundaries and often committing crimes in the process. The Icepick Surgeon
masterfully guides the reader across two thousand years of history, beginning with Cleopatra’s
dark deeds in ancient Egypt. The book reveals the origins of much of modern science in the
transatlantic slave trade of the 1700s, as well as Thomas Edison’s mercenary support of the
electric chair and the warped logic of the spies who infiltrated the Manhattan Project. But the
sins of science aren’t all safely buried in the past. Many of them, Kean reminds us, still affect
us today. We can draw direct lines from the medical abuses of Tuskegee and Nazi Germany to
current vaccine hesitancy, and connect icepick lobotomies from the 1950s to the contemporary
failings of mental-health care. Kean even takes us into the future, when advanced computers
and genetic engineering could unleash whole new ways to do one another wrong. Unflinching,
and exhilarating to the last page, The Icepick Surgeon fuses the drama of scientific discovery
with the illicit thrill of a true-crime tale. With his trademark wit and precision, Kean shows that,
while science has done more good than harm in the world, rogue scientists do exist, and when
we sacrifice morals for progress, we often end up with neither.
In D. A. Bartley's compelling debut, Detective Abish Taylor returns home to Utah and uncovers
dark secrets lurking within the quiet Mormon community. Detective Abish Taylor left Utah for a
reason. But with her husband’s passing, it’s time to come home. Reconnecting with her family
means dealing with her past: the father she abandoned and the community she left behind.
Her one escape is serving as the sole police detective in the small town of Pleasant View. But
when the quiet Mormon suburb in the Wasatch Mountains is shaken by a macabre death—with
the hallmarks of a sacred ritual dating back to the days of Brigham Young— Abbie is called into
action. As she uncovers the dark side of the picturesque neighborhood—infidelity, corruption,
and the greed of a global religion—Abbie discovers just how far some powerful leaders of the
Church will go to bury their secrets. Especially as the brutal murder unearths a sinister tradition
lurking in the religion's not-so-distant past: the ultimate sacrifice for unforgivable sins. With the
chief pressuring her to close the case and the community that once sheltered her watching her
every move, Abbie must find justice for the dead—before she’s silenced for good.
New York Times bestselling author, Sawyer Bennett, is happy to introduce a new Wicked
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Horse club in Las Vegas and you’re cordially invited to attend the grand opening... As the
owner of The Wicked Horse, an elite sex club located along the Vegas Strip, I never spend the
night alone. I don’t grant favors and will rarely give you the time of day—unless I want you in
my bed. So when the sister of my sworn enemy shows up asking for help, saying “no” should
be easy. But all I see is the opportunity to help this beautiful woman while exacting revenge on
her brother, and I am not about to pass that up. Beaten and bruised, Trista Barnes is running
out of options, and, unfortunately for her, I’m her last chance to get out of the mess she’s in.
She doesn’t know why I despise her brother so much, but as long as I can help her, she
doesn’t care. And while I am more than happy to keep her safe, I intend to do so while
opening her up to a sinful world she never knew existed. As Trista falls into the wicked world of
guilt free pleasure with no regrets, my feelings of possessiveness begin to grow. But when she
finds out I used her as my pawn for revenge, my wicked favor may cost me everything.
Bridger Payne is an enigma that no one can figure out. Wise beyond his years, eerily intuitive
and sexy as hell, every woman in The Silo wants him.None can have him.Not the real man,
anyway.He might wield the lash for you if you ask prettily, but he
Bridger Payne ist wie ein unlösbares Rätsel. Weiser, als sein Alter vermuten lässt, intuitiv und
sexy wie die Hölle. Jede Frau im "Silo" will ihn, doch keine kann ihn haben. Jedenfalls nicht
den wahren Bridger Payne. Wenn du ihn hübsch bittest, wird er die Peitsche für dich
schwingen, aber es wird ihm keine Befriedigung schenken. Er bringt dich vor Lust zum
Schreien, verschwendet danach aber keinen weiteren Gedanken an dich. Bridger hat das
dunkelste aller Geheimnisse. Er trägt großen Schmerz in sich. Er ist absolut unantastbar. Bis
sie kommt: Maggie - gefangen gehalten, gefoltert und verfolgt von einem kriminellen RockerClub. Nun ist es an Bridger, Maggie vor dem Bösen zu beschützen. Abschlussband der "The
Wicked Horse"-Reihe aus der Feder der New York Times-Bestsellerautorin Sawyer Bennett.
In this New York Times bestselling sequel to Dorothy Must Die, who is good—and who is
actually Wicked? The Wicked Will Rise is perfect for fans of richly reimagined fairy tales and
classic tales like Marissa Meyer’s Lunar Chronicles and Gregory Maguire’s Wicked. My name
is Amy Gumm—and I’m the other girl from Kansas. After a tornado swept through my trailer
park, I ended up in Oz. But it wasn’t like the Oz I knew from books and movies. Dorothy had
returned, but she was now a ruthless dictator. Glinda could no longer be called the Good
Witch. And the Wicked Witches who were left? They’d joined forces as the Revolutionary
Order of the Wicked, and they wanted to recruit me. My mission? Kill Dorothy. Except my job
as assassin didn’t work out as planned. Dorothy is still alive. The Order has vanished. And the
home I couldn’t wait to leave behind might be in danger. Somehow, across a twisted and
divided land, I have to find the Order, protect the true ruler of Oz, take Dorothy and her
henchmen down—and try to figure out what I’m really doing here.
New York Times bestselling author Liz Carlyle has created a breathtaking new romance about
a man without scruples and the lady who brings him to his knees. What does it matter if Kate,
Lady d'Allenay, has absolutely no marriage prospects? She has a castle to tend, an estate to
run, and a sister to watch over, which means she is never, ever reckless. Until an accident
brings a handsome, virile stranger to Bellecombe Castle, and Kate finds herself tempted to
surrender to her houseguest's wicked kisses. Disowned by his aristocratic family, Lord Edward
Quartermaine has turned his gifted mind to ruthless survival. Feared and vilified as proprietor
of London's most notorious gaming salon, he now struggles to regain his memory, certain of
only one thing: he wants all Kate is offering—and more. But when Edward's memory returns, he
and Kate realize how much they have wagered on a scandalous passion that could be her ruin,
but perhaps his salvation.
From Little Falls to Frankfort, Herkimer County is no stranger to the seamier side of life. The
drowning murder of Grace Brown at Big Moose Lake and the ensuing trial of Chester Gillette
was the inspiration for Theodore Dreiser's famous novel An American Tragedy. Medical
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students from the Fairfield Medical College attempted to rob local graves for cadavers, drawing
the ire of local residents, who formed a mob to meet them. Outlaw thieves faced off against
New York City detectives in a gun battle at Camp Utica in Old Forge. Hotheaded shootings and
Prohibition raids were rampant at the liquor-soaked lumberjack camp of Beaver River Station
in Webb. Editors Caryl Hopson and Susan R. Perkins have assembled a collection of
narratives that offer a glimpse into the seedy underbelly of Herkimer County's wicked past.
Rule #3: Don't stare at invisible faeries. Aislinn has always seen faeries. Powerful and
dangerous, they walk hidden in mortal world. Aislinn fears their cruelty—especially if they learn
of her Sight—and wishes she were as blind to their presence as other teens. Rule #2: Don't
speak to invisible faeries. Now faeries are stalking her. One of them, Keenan, who is equal
parts terrifying and alluring, is trying to talk to her, asking questions Aislinn is afraid to answer.
Rule #1: Don't ever attract their attention. But it's too late. Keenan is the Summer King who has
sought his queen for nine centuries. Without her, summer itself will perish. He is determined
that Aislinn will become the Summer Queen at any cost—regardless of her plans or desires.
Suddenly none of the rules that have kept Aislinn safe are working anymore, and everything is
on the line: her freedom; her best friend, Seth; her life; everything. Faerie intrigue, mortal love,
and the clash of ancient rules and modern expectations swirl together in Melissa Marr's
stunning 21st century faery tale.
Wicked FallBig Dog Books, LLC
Wickedly Good Following the Neon Lights Ball, it looks like the Auradon Kids and Villain Kids
are finally getting along. But when they try to get ready for the party of the year—the Jewelbilee—things start to go wrong. First, no one can find Mal's jewel. And then a dance rehearsal
goes wild, someone causes a dangerous chemical reaction, and everyone's voices become
bewitched! Is there a new troublemaker on the scene? Or could Mal be following in her
motherÕs evil footsteps after all? Experience Mal and Evie's wicked new adventures in Disney
Descendants: Wicked World Cinestory Comic Volume 3, and find out if good really is the new
bad.
Looking for a long overdue adventure, Jorie takes a walk on the wild side and attends a
masquerade event at The Wicked Horse Vegas.
I think this woman may be the death of me. A dire prediction, but probably true. Probably true
because she's not mine to have and I'll probably take her, even at the risk to my own safety.
So many men slobbering to get a taste of her and only one, sweet, virginal girl to go around.
That's right. She's a virgin. Looking like a porcelain china doll that would break if not handled
carefully. But I also know she's stronger than she looks. She's a contradiction. She's most
likely my downfall. Like I said, she'll probably be the death of me, but it's a risk I'm willing to
take.
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